Contixo is an AWARD-WINNING manufacturer of innovative professional smart mobile solutions. Every Contixo Component is designed not only to reproduce the highest quality, technologically advanced mobile entertainment products, but also to deliver the greatest possible value to their customers.
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X2 Intelligent Humanoid Robot
MSRP $599.99

Features:

- Forward / Backward, Turn Left / Right Motion
- APP Control, Voice Control
- Robot can Dance, Paint, do Yoga, Chinese Wushu, and Tell stories
- Human-like walking
- Built-in self-balance system
- Automatically stand up
F2 “The world’s smallest drone”

MSRP $29.99
Click Here for Website
Click Here for Video

Features:

• Easy to maneuver UAV drone for beginners

• Flies at 3 different speeds and can flip in all directions

• Lightweight pocket-sized mini quadcopter

• Up to 150ft effective operating range

• Flight time up to 9 minutes
Features:

- Track-controlled, video streaming drone
- G-sensor control functions
- Altitude hold technology,
- HD FPV Camera,
- 2.4G 4-CHL
- 6-Axiz Gyro Technology.
- One key landing/take-off

F3 “WORLD’S EASIEST DRONE TO FLY”

MSRP $69.99

Click here for Website
Click Here for Video
F5 DRONE W/ WIFI CAMERA

MSRP $129.99
Click Here For Website

Features:

• 6-axis Gyro stabilization system ensures maximum stability during flight

• Up to 10 minute flight time and 120 minute charging time

• HD Wi-Fi camera, smartphone & tablet APP controlled flight

• One-button start, stop, return and landing
F5+ DRONE W/ FPV 5.8 Ghz CAMERA & 4.3” FPV DISPLAY

MSRP $179.99

Click Here For Website

Features:

• 6-axis Gyro stabilization system ensures maximum stability during flight

• Up to 10 minute flight time and 120 minute charging time

• HD FPV 5.8Ghz Camera Fly Range 300 ft.

• One-button start, stop, return and landing
F6 FPV RC Quadcopter Drone with Rotating WIFI Camera

MSRP $149.99

Features:

• 0.3 MP Rotating Wi-Fi Camera
• Up to 15 minutes flight time (2300 maH Battery)
• Headless mode
• App Track controlled
• Track-controlled,
• video streaming drone
• G-sensor control functions
• Altitude Hold Technology
• HD FPV Camera
• 2.4G 4-CHL
• 6-Axiz Gyro Technology.
• One Key Landing/ take-off
F7 RC Quadcopter Drone with FPV WIFI Camera

MSRP $109.99

Features:

• 0.3 MP Rotating Wi-Fi Camera
• Up to 15 minutes flight time (2300 maH Battery)
• Headless mode
• App Track controlled
• Track-controlled,
• video streaming drone
• G-sensor control functions
• Altitude Hold Technology
• HD FPV Camera
• 2.4G 4-CHL
• 6-Axiz Gyro Technology.
• One Key Landing/ take-off
F10++ RC Quadcopter Drone with FPV 2.0MP Wi-Fi HD Camera Live Video

MSRP $179.99

Click Here For Website
Click Here For Video

Features:

• Strong wind resistance, flies up to 500 feet
• 6-axis Gyro stabilization system ensures maximum stability during flight
• Stylist exterior design drone
• Up to 13 minute flight time and 180 minute charging time
• One button fixed altitude
• Supports GoPro HERO cameras
F12 GPS RC Quadcopter Drone 5.8GHz FPV Camera

Features:

- GPS enabled
- 5.8GHz FPV 720p Camera
- Real time live streaming
- 4.3" FPV Display
- 2000maH Battery (10 mins fly time)
- Fly range of 1000 ft.

MSRP $299.99
F13 Quadcopter Drone - Water Proof with land Running function

MSRP $179.99

Features:

• Water Proof
• Comes with wheels for land running capabilities
• Land, flight, sea (3 in one capabilities)
• Fly time of 10 minutes
F15 RC Quadcopter Racing Drone W/ Brushless Motors 5.8GHz FPV Camera
MSRP $399.99

Features:

- Racing Drone
- Super Strong Brushless Motors
- FPV 5.8GHz
- 2.0MP Cameras
- 4.3" TFT Display
- Stunt capable with 3D flip
- Can be flown upside down
- Incredibly fast up to 100 mph.
F16 RC RC Quadcopter Drone With 5.8GHz FPV LIVE Streaming Camera

MSRP $199.99

Features:

• Headless Mode
• Adjustable wing position
• 5.8Ghz FPV Camera
• 6 Axis RC Quadcopter Drone
• 4.3" TFT Display
• Max fly time up to 15 minutes
F17 RC Quadcopter Pro Performance Racing Drone W/ Brushless Motors
Support GoPro Hero 4/5 Cameras

MSRP $279.99

Features:
• Super Strong Brushless Motors
• 1800maH Battery (18 mins fly time)
• Supports multiple action cameras including the GoPro HERO 3/4 & 5
• Stunt capable with 3D rolls
• One touch star/ stop enabled
• Remote control auto pairing
E1 WI-FI SMART SECURITY CAMERAS

MSRP $79.99

Click Here For Website

• Stunning HD 720P (1280TVL) Video at 30fps. Record and Playback via local microSD Card, up to 64GB storage.

• Seamlessly Stream Video and Two Way Audio Directly to Your Smartphone, Tablet, Apple Mac or Windows PC.

• Built-in Motion Detection PIR with sounds alarm alerts both in camera and APP, alarm setup 24 hours format. IR Night Vision-See what's happening in the dark with automatic infrared lights.
• Adjustable Pan/Tilt with horizontal angle 355°; vertical angle 120° gives you a full view of any room. 3.0 megapixel lens. Advance built-in auto IR-CUT filter can provide clear and exquisite image with true color display.

• Continuous Day & Night Surveillance Is Accomplished With 12 Powerful IR-LEDs For Night Vision Up To 32ft.

KB100
KIDS SAFE BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES

Click Here For Website
Click Here For Video

MSRP $39.99

• 85db Kid safe technology with volume control for safe listening.

• Bluetooth 4.2 wireless stereo headphone. Audio Input & Output, Phone answering functions, and compatible with nearly all Bluetooth devices.

• 8 hour battery life with a 180 hour standby.
KB 200
KIDS SAFE BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES

• 85db Kid safe technology with volume control for safe listening.

• Bluetooth 4.2 wireless stereo headphone. Audio Input & Output, Phone answering functions, and compatible with nearly all Bluetooth devices.

• 10 hour battery life with a 180 hour standby.

MSRP $79.99
KB300
KIDS SAFE BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES

Click Here For Website
Click Here For Video

MSRP $39.99

• Kid safe technology with 85db volume control for safe listening. Built-in color lamps.

• Bluetooth wireless stereo headphone with combo of Micro SD card Music Player, FM Stereo Radio, Audio Input & Output, Phone answering functions, and compatible with nearly all Bluetooth devices.

• 10 hour battery life with a 180 hour standby.
KB 2600
KIDS SAFE BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES

MSRP $39.99

• Kid safe technology with 85db volume control for safe listening. Built-in color lamps.

• Bluetooth wireless stereo headphone with combo of Micro SD card Music Player, FM Stereo Radio, Audio Input & Output, Phone answering functions, and compatible with nearly all Bluetooth devices.

• 10 hour battery life with a 180 hour standby.
BT05 BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS WITH POWER BANK 6000mAH

Features:

- Advanced Bluetooth Technology and CSR chipset connects fast, stable.
- Built-in high capacity rechargeable 6000mAH Samsung battery. Up to 20 hours playing time.
- Integrated support for USB and TF. Integrated power bank charges your mobile devices, 5V/2A output for fast charging.
- After pairing via Bluetooth, you can even use this speaker as a hands-free device to answer your calls with the built-in microphone.

MSRP $49.99
Features:

- 7" HD 1024x600 Multi-touch Screen
- 4x1.5GHz Quad-core ARM7 Processor
- 8GB Nand Flash, Dual Cameras
- Bluetooth, Wireless N (802.11b/g/n)
- 20+ FREE top educational and game apps, Kids Place parental control

KIDS TABLETS

MSRP $79.99
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